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Turn your photos into beautiful pencil sketches

AKVIS Sketch is a powerful application for Windows that allows users to convert their 
images to a stunning pencil sketch. Photos can easily be changed to look like colorful 
sketches with no paint, brushes, canvas, or smock required! AKVIS Sketch can be used as
a plugin to different photo editing programs, or on its own.

Features:

 Offers two sketch conversions, Artistic and Classic

 Includes an easy to use interface and sliders

 Various preset designs available

 Customize sketches by editing colors and applying techniques, such as watercolor 
or pencil

 Personalization of sketches available through watermarks, signatures, and more

 Batch processing allows for multiple image conversions

 The plugin is compatible with multiple other applications

AKVIS Sketch is the software that people have been dreaming of. Without needing to 
have much artistic ability, this software allows for the transformation of a photo into a 
beautifully sketched picture. There is a multitude of reasons why this software is useful, 



from creating gifts and posters to comic books. No matter your artistic niche, AKVIS 
Sketch covers them all.

“Can be operated both independently as a software or as a plugin”

This highly intelligent software runs as an independent program, as well as a plugin to 
other photo editors. The simplicity of the interface allows for ease of use in creating any
sketch that your heart desires, in the techniques that are available. For example, if you 
are looking to create illustrations or a comic book, this program offers batch processing 
to convert a series of images, speeding up the process.

Photos come to life as colorful sketches, all with their own unique story and strokes. The
different techniques, presets and designs allow for a different result for each different 
project if that is something that is desired. There is no way to go wrong with this 
program.

The functions of the software may vary depending on the license type, ranging from 
home to business, and commercial and non-commercial use. The availability of some 
features and tools will vary dependent on the license, so it is important for buyers to 
make the right decision when purchasing this software depending on their needs.

ADDITIONAL INFO
Free 10 day evaluation trial period available

https://softradar.com/akvis-sketch/
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